
Tattooed Sweetheart (Sweetheart, Colorado)

Author: Jenika Snow

I’d always been a loner, the label of “bad boy” always following me around because I was tattooed and pierced—although, it wasn’t like anyone ever saw my

piercing.

People saw me as some kind of delinquent, when I was anything but, and they were too afraid or wary to try to get to know me.

And as the years went on, I accepted that was my reality… until I had enough.

So, with nothing else to lose, no family or friends, I decided to make a change. I packed up, moved to the Colorado mountain town of Sweetheart, and started my

own business as a tattoo artist. Seemed like the perfect distraction, the ideal way to reinvent myself.

And it was working out for the last three years. I’d been content with what I had and never wanted more than that. That was until I saw her, and I realized exactly

what I’d been missing in my life.

Because she wasn’t in it.

Flora Harrison, owner of the brand-new coffee shop that opened up right across from my tattoo parlor, was everything I didn’t know I needed in my life.

And I couldn't stop from inserting myself into hers until there was no doubt that I was meant to be there. That she was meant to be mine.

If nothing else, I was persistent, and no one and nothing would dissuade me from claiming the woman of my dreams. Not even her.

BIG MAN'S CLAIM (Big Men Big Hearts Book 2)

Author: Penny Wylder

I’m not a guy who looks for love--I sure as hell don’t deserve it.

Especially not from a gorgeous red-head who I found nearly-naked in a river.

Melody is tough as nails and freshly eighteen. A rugged, tattooed mountain man like me knows better than to get mixed up with someone as pure as her.

But the second we're alone, her lips close to mine, I can't fight my desire.

She's too innocent for me. I tell myself one night is enough for us both.

It's stupid to let my heart beat a million beats for a woman who will turn into a memory.

But now that I’ve had a taste, I can’t let her go.

I’m claiming her as mine… for better or worse.

365 Days (365 Days Series Book 1)

Author: Blanka Lipinska

Now a hit Netflix film!

The sexy and deeply romantic internationally bestselling novel that inspired the blockbuster movie.

Laura Biel and her boyfriend are on a dream vacation in beautiful Sicily. On the second day of their trip, her twenty-ninth birthday, she is kidnapped. Her

kidnapper is none other than the head of a powerful Sicilian crime family, the incredibly handsome, young Don Massimo Torricelli, who is determined to possess

her at all costs. Massimo has his reasons. During an earlier attempt on his life, a vision appeared before his eyes: a beautiful woman, identical to Laura. After

surviving the attack, he vows that he will find the woman in his vision and make her his own. No matter what.

For 365 days, Massimo will keep Laura captive in his palatial estate and attempt to win her heart. If she doesn’t fall in love with him during this time, he will let her

go. But if she tries to escape at any point, he will track her down and kill her entire family.

Soon Laura develops a fascination with her handsome and powerful captor. But as a precarious, risky relationship forms between them, forces outside their

control threaten to tear them apart...

Big Bad Wolf (The Lycans, 1)

Author: Jenika Snow

Mikalina 

 

It was spur of the moment, maybe reckless, definitely a shock to everyone I knew when I decided to take a trip across the ocean to a foreign country and stay for



an undetermined amount of time. 

 

Renting out a cottage in a tiny European village whose residents barely spoke English was the perfect escape from overbearing parents, fake friends, and a

future that seemed bleak. And helping out an elderly woman with her shopping to earn some extra cash seemed easy enough. 

 

Mindless, hour-long walks through the thick woods that surrounded said village also sounded ideal. No Internet. No television. And just the bare basics to get me

by. 

 

Perfection. Stress-free. Exactly what I needed. 

 

Or maybe I was wrong about it all. 

 

I felt someone or something watching me from the darkened, dangerous woods. 

 

I felt someone—something—stalking me. I didn’t know what or who it was, but I knew with certainty it wasn’t human… and that it wanted me. 

 

 

Ren 

 

I wasn’t human, not completely. 

 

A Lycan—a centuries-old wolf-like creature that was feared by all, stronger than anything on the planet, and who was only ever after one thing. 

 

My mate. 

 

For over three hundred years, I had one purpose in life. Find her, the one female born to be mine. My female who’d cause the Linking Instinct—that supernatural

connection that told me she was mine and I hers—to finally take root and make me whole. 

 

And for hundreds of years, I’d been alone, saving myself for my mate, never stopping the search. 

 

Until I scented her, saw her, finally felt my heart beat and the blood rush through my veins with hope and anticipation. 

 

Mine. 

 

She didn’t see me, but she sensed me. And she ran. She couldn’t possibly know how much the chase turned me on. 

 

I didn’t know how I’d make her understand I could never let her go, that nothing and no one would stop me from making her mine. 

 

Because once a Lycan found his mate… nothing in this world, nothing supernatural or human, could keep him from her.

Hung Sweetheart: An Age Gap Valentine's Day Romance (Sweetheart, Colorado)

Author: Lena Lucas

*A complete standalone in the Sweetheart, Colorado series.*

All it had taken was seeing Pepper one time, and I knew she’d change my world. At thirty-two, the only positive I had in my life was taking over my father’s legacy

in Sweetheart, Colorado. McKenzie Hardware was the center of my universe, but I wanted more. I was lonely, isolating myself from people at every turn.

But when I’d seen Pepper, something in me lit up. She was like the sun in my very dark world, and I wanted that light to wash over me forever.

I wanted her forever.

But I was over a decade older than her and hadn’t ever been in a relationship. What could I offer her aside from my own inexperience and a hardware store?

Despite the fact that I saw myself lacking, that she deserved better than me, I knew I had to find out more about her. I had to make her mine.

She was so much younger than me, innocent and fragile. She was soft and perfect to my hard and rough.

And she transfixed me, mesmerized me. I was infatuated. It got to the point where I couldn’t stay away anymore. I couldn’t lie to myself that what I felt for her was

just a passing curiosity. It was more. She was more. I needed her to be mine.

Lena’s note: I know you like them fast and right to the point so don’t worry, this one gives you all the goods but with a healthy dose of Valentine’s Day romantic

filth thrown in. An age gap double virgins romance to whet your appetite! Enjoy this good old-fashioned safe smut-fest.

Alien King Crashes the Wedding: A Paranormal SciFi Romance (Lumerian Knights Book 1)



Author: Becca Brayden

Art dealer Sasha Montgomery is both nervous and thrilled to be invited to the Caldorian Earth Base for her best friend’s wedding to an alien warrior. One, she’s

never seen an alien up close, and two, she made a promise to be there, no matter how much the idea of being surrounded by hundreds of huge alien warriors

frightens her.

She thinks she’s got it all under control, until Dagan, the groom’s best friend, crashes the wedding. He’s smoking hot—way too hot to be an alien—and

determined to seduce her.

Sasha gives in to passion with unexpected consequences. Ancient power rises in response to their new-found bond, and the once innocent Sasha discovers that

Dagan has been keeping secrets. He’s not just another warrior, he’s a king, and the power rising between them hasn’t been seen in a millennium.

Sasha must learn to control the force clawing its way through her body…or destroy them all.

Black Light: Roulette Rematch (Black Light Series Book 20)

Author: Livia Grant

Three hours. Four hard limits. Nine naughty couples.

Black Light's thrilling game of Valentine Roulette returns for the fifth year with nine very dirty — and very hot — NEW stories from your favorite BDSM authors.

It's Valentine's Night and time for a rematch, but the egos of two dominating Dungeon Masters aren't the only things on the line. These couples are going to

gamble their hearts with one spin of the wheel, and there's only one guarantee in this year's Roulette...

The East Coast may have won the battle last year, but Black Light West plans to win the war in this explosive, sexy collection!

Featuring stories from: Livia Grant, Jennifer Bene, Renee Rose, Measha Stone, Ann Mayburn, Maggie Ryan, Shane Starrett, Sinistre Ange, and Raisa

Greywood!

My Wicked Nanny (Club Wicked Book 2)

Author: Ann Mayburn

~Each book in the series can be read as a stand alone~

Young nanny Anya Kozlov takes a job at the elite BDSM club, Wicked, in order to pay for her upcoming trip to Paris. Donning a mask to disguise herself she uses

the fake name of Dove. On her first night she is shocked when she finds out that the man she is a nanny for and has an enormous crush on, Jesse Shaw, is also

a member of Wicked. When Jesse expresses his interest in teaching her about the dark pleasures of Dominance and submission Anya is helpless to resist, even

though she is lying to him about who she is.

Jesse can't seem to get Dove, out of his mind. It's been five years since his wife passed and for the first time he feels something beyond physical lust or

friendship for a woman. He is angry and hurt when he finds out that Dove is really Anya, his meek and mousy nanny. With only a few weeks left before Anya

leaves for Paris, Jesse is determined to get her to not only tell the truth, but also mark her heart and soul so that she doesn't forget him when they are an ocean

apart.

Pretty Lies (Watch Me Burn Book 1)

Author: R.E. Bond

My dad’s an asshole. Plain and simple. 

He’s made it obvious that I can only ever rely on myself. 

Until I meet them. 

 

Caden, Tyler, Jensen, and Lukas. 

My new stepbrother and his best friends have suddenly become my everything. 

Until they aren’t. 



They think they can break me, but they’re dead wrong. 

They wouldn’t have bet on me having someone else on my side, or in my bed. 

These rich boys haven’t seen anything yet. 

 

Their pretty lies are nothing compared to what’s coming though, and I’m going to need them to anchor me when I finally break. 

 

Death is coming to those who deserve it, and I don’t care if I lose myself in the process. 

Did I mention the local street crew being on my side? 

No one will ever see me coming. 

 

My name’s Rory Donovan, and I’m about to paint the walls red. 

 

 

*Pretty Lies is a 75k word dark romance reverse harem novel. This is the first book in the series and it must be read in order. The first four books are Rory's, and

the harem grows over those books, so other guys will be added as the story goes. It contain abuse and rape content, and the series will have m/m. If you are

triggered by sensitive content, this series is not for you.

Her Older Biker: An Older Man Younger Woman Curvy Romance (Daddy Knows Better Book 8)

Author: Liz Fox

She aged out of foster care. He owns a biker bar. Will their differences be what brings them closer?

Her Older Biker is a steamy, short romance with a curvy, younger woman and a handsome older hero. It is the eighth book in the Daddy Knows Better series.

Emma

Growing up in foster care hasn’t been a piece of cake.

At eighteen, now I’m looking to make my own way.

When the owner of a biker bar hires me, everything changes.

He’s bossy, sexy, and gets my motor running.

But is it just a job or can the MC become my new family?

Warden

Being a member of the Raging Angels MC is my life.

But I’ve never had time to find a relationship.

When Emma walks in the door, I’m determined to make time for her.

She’s curvy, independent, and makes my engine purr.

Now I have to convince her she’s not too young to be my old lady.

This is a Sweet, Steamy Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the eighth in the Daddy Knows Better series, but it can also be read as a standalone. If

you love short romances with steamy sex scenes and a sweet love story, then you’ll love this book.

Don’t miss the rest of the series:

Her Older Cowboy

Her Older Single Dad

Her Older Billionaire

Her Older Fireman

Her Older Mountain Man

Her Older Protector

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

"I love all of Liz Fox's books. I am a fan for life. Romantic, erotic, and happy ever after." 5-Star Review ★★★★★

"Liz Fox does it again with another fantastic story!" 5-Star Review ★★★★★

Erotic Romance & Erotica Short Sex Stories Collection: Daddy Adult Taboo Threesome Forced Steamy

Forbidden BDSM (Younger Women Explicit Men Reverse Harem Wife Dark Menage Book 1)

Author: Lilly Kelly

Hot Romances & Steamy Erotica All In 1 HUGE Bundle. 

Like hot romance, as well as steamy erotica? 

Are you a lover of all things hot and steamy, like we are? 

Then we've compiled just the perfect collection for you.



Inside are full length standalone romances with HEA endings, plus, 

Steamy short forbidden erotic novella treats, 

And lastly but not least a gamut of hot, dirty filthy erotica guaranteed to set you on fire. 

Warning: This bundle is not for everyone, as the erotica stories get really very detailed and vivid. Only for those who enjoy at least some of what we’ve listed. 

This HUGE Collection has 100 books, over 750,000 words so please allow a few seconds to be downloaded fully on your device. 

 

P.S. For your convenience we’ve arranged this bundle into the 3 collections as listed below. 

 

COLLECTION 1 - Full length romances novels 

 

COLLECTION 2 - Erotic Romance novellas. 

 

COLLECTION 3 - Short & Dirty Erotica. 

 

What’s your mood? You choose! 

Download now and enjoy from all or any of these three scorching collections. 

50 BDSM Books: Rough Daddy Dom + Hardcore Reverse Harem: Forced Dark Explicit Submissive Erotic

Short Sex Stories (Alpha Men Spanking Sub Women Mafia Adult Romance Book 1)

Author: Jezia Crueler

HOW DO YOU LIKE TO MIX YOUR PLEASURE WITH PAIN?

A heavy dose of dark, hard to the core S&M?

Or a light smattering of restraint and spanking?

Either way, this huge collection has you covered.

Contains: Group Menage, Public Sharing, Humiliation, MM, FF and so much more sinfully dark & twisted delights that are guaranteed to hit that deep dark

spot you crave to fill.

Ready to indulge and get your juices running?

Download and get lost in this thick collection of the most satisfying treats tonight.

XXX Erotica: 40 Explicit Hardcore Taboo Short Stories, Dirty Sex Fantasies with Hot Wife Sharing Milf First

Time Cuckold and More, Erotic Bedtime Novels for Men Women and Naughty Couple Adults Only

Author: Corinne Smith

•♥•♥• Would you like to immerse yourself in a new world full of spicy and sensual stories? •♥•♥•

You are in the right place...take a look at my author page and discover the stories I have prepared for you. 

Read them alone or with your partner...they will light the fire in you...

★★★★★ guaranteed! ★★★★★

✓ Stay tuned, new collections will soon be available for you.

■■ All my books are available for your Kindle Unlimited plan ■■

■18+■ But you can only read them if you are over 18 years of age and if the strong explicit sex content does not bother you. ■18+■

◆◆◆◆◆ Grab Your Copy Now! ◆◆◆◆◆

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In This Book: 

 

 

RACHEL 

A DIFFERENT EVENING 

THE COURAGE 

THE SUPPLY 

THE LUXURIOUS GYM 

REGINA 

THE FIRST 

THE COFFEE 

MY HIGH SCHOOL FRIEND 

IN THE MOUNTAINS WITH FANTASY 

THE SEXY ENCOUNTER 

STAG PARTY WITH SURPRISE 

RAY'S BEAUTICIAN 

FELICIA 

SPICY WIFE 

BEAUTIFUL SYMPHONIES 

END OF YEAR SURPRISE 

THE VOYEUR 

THE INITIATION 

EROTIC VACATIONS 

CASSANDRA 

GARY 

THE ADVENTURES OF MIRANDA 

A PLEASANT BREAK 

THE DRAWING 

BLO**** AT THE PARK 

THE FITTING ROOM 

THE SEXY COLLEAGUE 

A MALE ORGASM WITHOUT PENETRATION 

A LIBERTINE EVENING AT 5 

EDUCATIONAL VACATIONS 

SPECIAL MASSAGES 

MY FOUR SLU** 

THE SUBMISSION TO THE PHONE 

STRIP POKER 

SEX DAY 

MY FIRST COMPLETE FEL***** 

FIRST ORGASM 

NIGHT TRAIN 

 

Alpha's Danger: An MC Werewolf Romance (Bad Boy Alphas Book 2)

Author: Renee Rose

“YOU BROKE THE RULES, LITTLE HUMAN. I OWN YOU NOW.” 

 

I am an alpha wolf, one of the youngest in the States. I can pick any she-wolf in the pack for a mate. So why am I sniffing around the sexy human attorney next



door? The minute I catch Amber’s sweet scent, my wolf wants to claim her. 

 

Hanging around is a bad idea, but I don’t play by the rules. Amber acts all prim and proper, but she has a secret, too. She may not want her psychic abilities, but

they’re a gift. 

 

I should let her go, but the way she fights me only makes me want her more. When she learns what I am, there’s no escape for her. She’s in my world, whether

she likes it or not. I need her to use her gifts to help recover my missing sister—and I won’t take no for an answer. 

 

She’s mine now. 

 

Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Danger is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alpha’s series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha

wolf with a penchant for protecting and dominating his female. If such material offends you, do not buy this book.

Dreaming of You (Gamblers Book 2)

Author: Lisa Kleypas

When shy and secluded author Sara Fielding ventures from her country cottage to research a novel, she inadvertently witnesses a crime in progress—and

manages to save the life of the most dangerous man in London.

Derek Craven is a powerful and near-legendary gambling club owner who was born a bastard and raised in the streets. His reputation is unsavory, his scruples

nonexistent. But Sara senses that beneath Derek's cynical exterior, he is capable of a love more passionate than her deepest fantasies.

Aware that he is the last man that an innocent young woman should ever want, Derek is determined to protect Sara from himself, no matter what it takes. But in a

world where secrets lurk behind every shadow, he is the only man who can keep her safe. And as Derek and Sara surrender to an attraction too powerful to deny,

a peril surfaces from his dark past to threaten their happiness . . . and perhaps even their lives.

Together they will discover if love is enough to make dreams come true.

Tail 'Em: A Reverse Harem Shifter Romance (Jailbreak Book 1)

Author: Sam Hall

Never tell them what we are, Shannon’s grandmother had always said.

Working as a faux-Reiki healer in her local veterinary clinic, Shannon uses her psychic abilities to help sick or anxious animals, worried that one day people were

going to see past the New Age façade she’d constructed.

With good cause.

Men from the newly created Capricorn Institute bring her to the newly renovated prison on the hill to work her wiles on their beasts, creatures she’d thought she’d

only ever seen in a zoo, but they don’t respond to her psychic overtures like a normal animal would.

Because they aren’t.

Beautiful, wild, Shannon’s about to find out the truth about the Big Bad Wolf and all of his apex predator friends. These sexy shifters track her every movement,

memorise her scent, because even from behind bars, they’re hunting her. Physically, psychically, these men will use whatever tactics they can to get what they

want: her.

THERE IS AN EXTENSIVE TRIGGER WARNING INSIDE THE START OF THE BOOK. PLEASE MAKE SURE TO READ IT.

This is book one in a brand new super steamy series from the author of the Pack Heat series. If you love hot shifter romance, you’ll love Tail ‘Em. Some MM

The Virgin and the Beast: a Dark Beauty and the Beast Tale (Stud Ranch Standalone Book 1)

Author: Stasia Black

They say good things come to those who wait. 

 

Bullsh*%! 

 

My whole life has been about waiting. Playing it safe. Be the good girl, don’t color outside the lines. Put in the hard work trying to prove myself to Dad, then to my 

college professors, then to my boss at New World Media. Just waiting for the day when it will all pay off. 

 

And right when it was all starting to—I finally had the house, the job, I was even thinking about getting a cat—boom!—my life explodes and suddenly now I’m here 

and—



 

“All done,” the doctor interrupts my thoughts, pulling off her gloves with a loud snap. 

 

Even from the bed where I’m lying, my legs spread like the Thanksgiving turkey, I can hear the impatient growl of the man standing in the doorway. If you can

even call him a man. More like a beast out of a friggin’ fairytale. “Well?” 

 

Her pronouncement echoes throughout the room while the speculum is still inside me. “She’s a virgin.” 

 

Intended for mature audience. Steamy romance with dark themes. 

 

INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR: 

 

Q – Where did you get the idea for this book? 

A – Who doesn’t love a Beauty and the Beast story? I’ve been in love with this fairytale since I was a kid and read all sorts of different variations on it. Now that

I’m grown up, well, I couldn’t help but imagining some darker twists and turns the story could take. A tortured hero, kidnap, and a girl falling for her captor—hello,

this is the stuff dark romance is made of! 

 

Q – Why should I read this book? 

 

A – I write the kind of books I love to read, which is dark romantic erotica. I want stories that steam things up in the bedroom but not if those scenes don’t go hand

in hand with three-dimensional characters, can’t-stop-flipping-the-pages suspense, and quality writing. I like alpha males, (doesn’t hurt if they happen to be

billionaires)!, bad boys, BDSM, contemporary, urban settings, and fiction where women can be strong while also exploring all sides of their sexuality. My favorite

books are ones that dare to go into the darkest and most taboo places in the human psychological experience, leaving you wrung out on the other end.

Reasonable Doubt: Full Series (Episodes 1, 2, & 3)

Author: Whitney G.

A New York Times bestseller with over 100,000 copies sold!

My cock has an appetite.

A huge and very particular appetite: Blonde, curvy, and preferably not a fucking liar...(Although, that's a story for another day.) As a high profile lawyer, I don't

have time to waste on relationships, so I fulfill my needs by anonymously chatting and sleeping with women I meet online.

My rules are simple: One dinner. One night. No repeats.

This is only casual sex. Nothing more. Nothing less.

At least it was, until "Alyssa"...She was supposed to be a 27 year old lawyer, a book hoarder, and completely unattractive. She was supposed to be someone I

shared law advice with late at night, someone I could trust with details of my weekly escapades.

But then she came into my firm for an interview--a college-intern interview, and everything fucking changed...

Fire And Ice (Vanguard Towers Book 4)

Author: Aiden Bates

I’m straight. How can I be in love with a guy?

Richie is my best friend and fellow firefighter. He’s the best guy in the world, so why do I feel so weird when I see him on a date with a man? I’ve never cared

before. I’ve also never seen him dating guys before, even though I know he swings both ways.

It doesn’t take long for me to realize it’s jealousy.

Damn it.

We’ve always been friends. Can we be more? Maybe I’m not as straight as I thought. One night with Richie and all thoughts of straight fly out the window. I want

to see where our feelings take us, even if it means exploring who I really am. Life with Richie could be everything I ever wanted… except I’ve always dreamed

having a family and kids of my own.

Am I ready for a new, different life when I’ve always craved a white picket fence?



BROKEN IN!: Forced By Mom's Boyfriend - Content With Rough Filthy Adult Taboo Erotic Sex Story w/ mmf

(Training Virgins Book 2)

Author: Vixen Wade

Sarah’s night has only just begun.

On her birthday she learns she has to help pay off her mother’s gambling debts to an outlaw MC. There’s only one form of currency these alpha bikers are

interested in and they don’t care about being gentle.

Sarah agrees, under duress, to help her mom. Before she’s given to the gang, Randy, her mom’s boyfriend, helped break her in. With that one experience under

her belt and dressed in an old Girl Scout uniform, she’s taken to the MC clubhouse.

Things heat up fast.

In the second hour of her long night of education she’s going to learn the difference between rough and mean, and just what can happen when men are line up

and wait for their turn. It’s humiliating, hardcore, and harrowing.

(Trigger warnings? Bet your ass)

She’s going to be sore, exhausted, and sticky before she’s done. She’s been told she can quit whenever she wants, but can she?

The rough, horny men piling up? One is her mom’s boyfriend. The other was THE MAN OF THE HOUSE when she was just a SPOILED BRAT. Sarah’s going to

learn a lot about what she can and can’t take before this is over.

Grab some kleenex and buy this book!

Still Beating

Author: Jennifer Hartmann

■ #1 Amazon Bestseller in three separate categories! ■ 

 

 

WARNING: This book contains subject matter that may be sensitive for some readers, including rape, as well as strong language and explicit sex. 18+ only. 

Please read responsibly. 

 

 

When Cora attends her sister’s birthday party, she expects at most a hangover or a walk of shame. She doesn’t anticipate a stolen wallet, leaving her stranded 

and dependent on Dean—her arch nemesis and ultimate thorn in her side. 

 

 

And she really doesn’t anticipate waking up in shackles in a madman’s basement. 

 

 

To make matters worse, Dean shares the space in his own set of chains. 

 

 

After fifteen years of teasing, insults, and practical jokes, the ultimate joke seems to be on them. The two people who always thought they’d end up killing each 

other must now work together if they want to survive. 

 

 

But Cora and Dean have no idea their abductor has a plan for them. A plan that will alter the course of their relationship, blur the line between hate and love, and 

shackle them together with far more than just chains. 

 

 

REVIEWS ■■■■■ 

 

 

"Just wow. This book was unlike anything I’ve ever read before. It was so unexpected and so, so good! I loved Cora and Dean, I loved their intense connection. 

Reading about the emotional way they became bonded to each other. Dean is probably hands down my favourite book boyfriend ever. His protectiveness and 

utter devotion to Cora was so beautifully written. This book is easily in my top 10 favourite books of all time. My only regret is that I’ll never be able to read it for 

the first time again." — Emlovesreading Bookstagram 

 

 

"This book will take you through a nightmare of events, to what happens in the aftermath of everything you thought you survived. Grab this book and get ready for 

the most intriguing and emotional ride you will ever go on." — Christy, Goodreads reviewer 

 

 

"If you are looking for a slow burn book that will absolutely tear your heart to shreds then look no further... Dean and Corabelle had me falling in love with them 

from the beginning. The trauma that they experienced was unimaginable and my heart was beating so fast through the entire experience. I love that Jennifer 

made the characters healing so real and raw. The words jumped from the pages and threw emotions at me like a MLB fastball." — Dirty Little Secret Book Blog 



 

"WOW. Jennifer Hartmann's emotional brand of writing leaves me breathless, every.stinking.time. This book is a roller coaster... you find yourself laughing at the

banter and antics between the H and h, but then you're crying on the next page. I cried so many ugly tears during the reading of this book...prepare yourselves.

One of the best I've read in a while." — Author, E.R. Whyte 

 

 

 

Bound By Hatred (Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles Book 3)

Author: Cora Reilly

When Gianna watched her sister Aria getting married to a man she barely knew, she promised herself she wouldn’t let the same thing happen to her.

Matteo – The Blade – Vitiello set his eyes on Gianna the moment he saw her on his brother Luca’s wedding, and Rocco Scuderi is more than willing to give his

daughter to him, but Gianna has no intention of marrying for any other reason than love. A few months before the wedding, Gianna escapes her bodyguards and

runs away. She has enough money to flee to Europe and begin a new life. But staying undetected when the mob is searching for her is a challenge that takes

everything, especially as one of their best hunters and assassins is after her: Matteo Vitiello.

After six months on the run, Gianna finally settles into a tentative routine in Munich, but then Matteo and a couple of her father’s soldiers find her with another

man.

Despite her pleads they kill her boyfriend, and Gianna is forced to marry Matteo. Her emotions alternating between guilt over having dragged an innocent into her

world and hatred toward Matteo, Gianna is determined to make life hell for her husband. But Matteo is a master at mind games and their struggle for power soon

turns into hate-fueled nights of passion.

**Book #3 in the "Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles". This book can be read as a standalone.**

Adored by Landon (Small Town Love)

Author: Cameron Hart

Landon: The last thing I want to be doing at nine in the evening is driving out to see what old Mr. Leroy is complaining about. But that’s what I signed up for when

I became the sheriff of Still Creek, Minnesota. I never would have expected the old man to be fighting with an angel in the parking lot of his antique store. And I

certainly never expected to offer her my guest bedroom. She’s runnin’ from something, that’s for sure, but I hope soon she’ll be runnin’ right into my arms. I’ll

protect her from the whole world if only she’ll let me. Looks like I won’t be alone this Valentine’s Day...

Zoe: I've been on the run for days now. I don't even remember how I ended up in the tiny town of Still Creek. The last person I ever thought would be nice to me

is a giant, tatted-up sheriff. If he only knew what kind of criminal he had sleeping in his guest room, he’d never look at me again. I’ll just have to savor every

sweet, heated moment he gives me while it lasts.

What to expect from a Cameron Hart book: Lots of heat, plenty of sweet, and just enough drama to keep things interesting. No cheating, safe, guaranteed HEA!

He Saw Me First (Age & Innocence Book 1)

Author: M Johnson

Across an empty laneway in Paris, through my hotel window,

He saw me first.

I stopped undressing . . . but only for a moment.

The next night, he was waiting for me.

He sat there in his expensive suit and watched.

No participation.

My only acknowledgement was the look of lust in his eyes.

It continued until the night before I left,

when I found a card under my door.

No words. Just a number.

So, I texted him.

I’d never done anything like it before.

It felt so dirty and wrong, but at the same time, I felt alive.

He was much older than me, so intimidating and sexy.

He made me feel things no man ever has.

I was under his spell.

The last thing I expected was to ever see him again.

WARNING: While this book is best enjoyed going in blind, it does contain distressing themes that may upset some readers. If you think you might be one of those

readers, please find the specific triggers listed here: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show/3598994915



Rough Doctor Daddy: An Age Play, DDlg, Instalove, Standalone, Romance (Daddy's Little Girl Series)

Author: Scott Wylder

He’s her protector. She’s his chance at love.

Jillian

Why am I like this?

My dark desire for pain has hurt me my entire life.

Now my drunken ex-boyfriend is attacking me in the parking lot.

Suddenly a man comes to save me.

He treats my injuries and wants to take care of me.

But, there’s a darker side to him – one that could satisfy my deepest desires.

Can I trust him enough to let him into my life?

Ethan

I can’t fall for Jillian, no matter how much I want her.

As a sadistic Daddy, I cause pain wherever I go.

Jillian’s been hurt enough already, without me.

Still, I dream about taking care of her, protecting her, and using her for my own desires.

Is it possible she could love pain as much as I like giving it?

Rough Doctor Daddy is a short HOT age-play romance featuring two consenting adults who are perfect for each other. It includes DDLG and ABDL elements, a

touch of drama, and a sexy Happily Ever After. Enjoy.

This book is part of a series of standalone stories about Littles and the Daddies that are perfect for them. These books can be read in any order.

Explicit Erotica Sex Stories: Extremely Rough Dirty Adult Naughty Erotic Short Stories

Author: Linda C. Baldwin

Explicit Erotica Short Stories

Extremely Explicit Dirty Adult Naughty Erotic Short Stories

Conclave: A Devil's Night Novella

Author: Penelope Douglas

“Do you know what a papal conclave is?”

DAMON

Will is gone. He hasn’t been seen in months, and the texts coming from his phone are almost certainly forged. Something’s wrong. We need to act now.

Michael is ready to tear down The Cove, Rika’s hiding something, Evans Crist is a threat, and Winter’s father is still out there.

Everyone is off in a million directions, and we’re vulnerable.It’s time to do this.

It’s time to claim our place.

RIKA

A few years ago, I never thought I’d be here. On board Pithom. Miles out at sea. At a table with Michael Crist, Kai Mori, and Damon Torrance—men I now

consider family.

We’ve locked ourselves on this yacht for however long it takes to address our agenda, and we won’t leave until everything is on the table.

Even things I don’t want to talk about. Things Michael doesn’t know.

We will find Will. We will solidify our plans, and we will remove any threats.

If we survive Conclave.

*Conclave is a 27,000 word novella that takes place between Kill Switch (Devil’s Night #3) and Nightfall (Devil’s Night #5). It is suitable for readers 18+. Please

read Corrupt, Hideaway, and Kill Switch prior to reading this story.



Taboo Sex Stories: 5 Explicit Daddy MMMF Menage Collection: Forced Erotic Short Romance Older Man

Younger Woman Group (Big Rough Alpha Reverse Harem & Innocent Brat Book 1)

Author: Abbey Perry

A FILTHY COLLECTION OF FORBIDDEN STORIES.

These insatiable little princesses are always outnumbered,

By big, rough hard men,

Ready and waiting to have their own way.

How many men is enough?

All entries stuffed and filled.

Guaranteed messy endings inside.

Taboo: a 3 Book Dark Romance Boxset Collection

Author: Stasia Black

Three full-length novels of filthy, forbidden romance…

The Virgin and the Beast

Everything has its price, even virginity…and Xavier is willing to pay.

Hurt So Good

It’s the single most forbidden of female fantasies. Most are ashamed to speak it out loud, much less ask for it, and usually so is Miranda…until Dylan Lennox

comes along.

Daddy’s Sweet Girl

Sarah gets a new step-father...and a new step-brother. Family ties have never been so twisted.

Please note that these books are dark romances with intense scenes and include fantasies of dubious consent.

The Virgin Next Door: a Menage Romance (Stud Ranch Standalone Book 3)

Author: Stasia Black

A playboy, a tomboy, and an ex-con.

They couldn’t be more different.

The only place all those differences disappear?

The bedroom.

“Let’s go in,” Liam said, taking the hotel keycard Calla had been clutching. She looked confused until Liam eyed Mack and said, “All of us.”

Calla’s eyes widened and her mouth dropped open slightly. But when the door unlocked, she stepped inside and held it open wide.

In invitation.

F*ck him. Mack felt it in his chest and his balls—the wanting. She doesn’t know what she’s inviting in.

Liam stepped right over the threshold, but still, Mack hesitated. She deserves a million times better than either of you horny f*cks.

Mack was about to turn around and leave. He really was.

But then Calla reached over and took his hand. With her other, she reached out to Liam. When she started tugging them inside, Mack let himself be pulled

forward.

He didn’t know if he was heading into heaven or hell. But as the door closed behind him, Mack knew there was no other place he’d rather be.

Maybe Next Time (Vegas Nights Book 1)

Author: Christina C. Jones



For better or worse…

That was the promise Denver and Kensa made, but it’s a sentiment they’ve somehow lost along the way. What started as a passionate wildfire has diminished to

a flicker, all but snuffed out by unspoken fears, perceived betrayal, and a complete breakdown in communication.

Can either of them tuck their ego away long enough to rekindle their flame?

Stanton Adore: (Stanton #1)

Author: T L Swan

He’s bold and beautiful, strong and captivating.

He taught me who I was.

Joshua Stanton is an integral part of my history that I can never revisit.

Sometimes I wish we never met, because then I wouldn’t know what I was missing.

A piece of my puzzle, and all of my heart.

But it doesn’t matter anyway, because the beautiful boy I fell in love with six years ago has returned as a different man.

Still gorgeous, but now wealthy, hardened and cold.

He has an entourage wherever he goes and it’s clear that he doesn’t feel the same about me.

But every now and then I get a glimpse of my beloved man.

He’s still in there somewhere….I know he is.

I just have to find him.

In His Custody

Author: Jessa Kane

When London is released from juvenile hall, a tall, raspy-voiced stranger greets her outside, intending to bring her home. Police captain Brody claims to be her

mother’s new husband...and though London has never met the man, she’s released into his custody. The hardened officer is determined to set London on the

right path in her mother’s absence. While London rebels at first, his brand of discipline is too pleasurable to deny. And soon they’re giving in to the blistering heat

generating between them. But things aren’t always what they seem. London might have just met her stepfather, but he’s known her for a long, long time…

Bound By Temptation (Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles Book 4)

Author: Cora Reilly

Liliana Scuderi has been in love with Romero from the moment she first saw him. After her sisters were married off for tactical reasons, she hopes she might be

allowed to choose a husband for herself, but when her father promises her to a man more than twice her age that hope is crushed. No begging can make him

change his mind.

Romero has always ignored Lily’s flirting. Her age and status made her off-limits but even someone as dutiful as him has only so much control. Wanting her when

she’s supposed to marry another man could mean war between New York and the Chicago Outfit, and Romero has always put the Cosa Nostra first.

Lily suspects her sisters and Romero would risk everything for her, but is her happiness worth that much? Is love worth a war between the Cosa Nostra and the

Outfit?

Unwanted

Author: Ashlee Rose

Your wedding day is supposed to be the happiest day of your life, right? 

 

So why am I left in tears without a husband? 

 

Luna Smith was set to be married to who she thought was her dream guy but life doesn’t always work out how you want it. Does it? 



When her friends convince her to go to Hawaii on what was meant to be her honeymoon, instead making it a girls holiday. She never would of imagined having

an unwanted tag along, a bodyguard that her father insisted she take with her. 

 

Dark, brooding and devilishly handsome Taron Sloane is everything she didn't want. 

 

Taron was hired to do a job, to keep Luna safe at all times but he never would of thought the little spitfire would keep him on his toes and give him a run for his

money. 

 

Luna is sure she's back on the path of where she wants to be when her life gets turned upside down again. 

 

Can Taron and Luna fight this unwanted chemistry crackling between them? Or are the unwanted demons too much for them to battle. 

 

Ashlee kills it once again. - Author, Nikki J Summers. 

 

Nothing less than 5 stars for Ashlee Rose's, Unwanted. - Author, Lindsey Powell. 

 

This book flowed, the story kept me gripped so much that I really didn't want to put it down. - Author, L.G. Campbell.

Daddy's Little Biker Brat for the First Time: Daddy Taboos Erotica (Forbidden Explicit Sex Story 40)

Author: Charlotte Fox

Demi

I’ve always wanted a hot mean Biker for my First Time.

I never expected it to happen with my Man of the House though.

When Mom goes out, a naughty thrill creeps up my spine. I need to give myself some personal attention. I get so bored doing it in my bed all the time, so I go

down to the garage.

There I am, enjoying some pleasure time on Daniel’s Harley, when he catches me in the act.

When he calls me a dirty little brat, a surge of adrenaline shoots across my chest.

I never thought he could be so dominating, authoritative, and rough.

I’ve got a feeling he’s going to treat me like a fertile brat, and I wouldn’t be surprised if he was thinking about breeding me too.

How about joining us on this hot adventure?

This is a hot and steamy daddy dom erotica romance. It’s a taboo story between an older man and a younger woman. Perfect to add to any collection

of erotica for women short stories.

Inside you can also find a copy of a free book, Both for me, a naughty reverse harem erotica romance.

Click on the sample pages to take a cheeky peek.

Daddy MFM Threesome: 2 Big Rough Older Man 1 Younger Woman: Taboo Forbidden Menage Age-Gap

Romance Short Sex Story (Erotic Group for Adults Book 4)

Author: E. J. Layne

She’s young and untested.

Pure and off-limit.

One forbidden man is more than she can handle.

Big. Rough. Hard.,/b>

But what happens when there’s 2.

2 Forbidden men.

Ready and waiting for her innocence.

None with mercy.

Both want to finish inside, despite the consequences.

Let’s find out, shall we?



Daddy's Family Quickies - Extremely Forced Filthy & Forbidden Hottest Taboo Erotic Short Stories

Compilation

Author: Heather Short

150 MOUTH-WATERING STORIES OF HOT, EXPLICIT SEX WITH ALL THE TABOO FUN YOU COULD EVER WANT!!

If you need it hot... dirty... and filled with all those encounters featuring forbidden women -- you'd best crack this baby wide open... right now!

Hefty

Author: Jessa Kane

It’s a pathetic tale as old as time. Zach, the hefty offensive lineman for Juniper High School’s football team is in love with the beautiful head cheerleader. Jill is

completely out of his league, there’s no way she could ever want him back…oh, and she’s his sister’s best friend. But one magical night in the back row of the bus

changes everything when Jill asks Zach to help her explore a budding need for intimacy…and he’s the only one she trusts enough to help. What else is a big man

to do when the incredible girl he’s loved since childhood offers her lips…and so much more? But is winning Jill’s love really so far fetched? Or has Zach had it all

along…

Love At First Touch (Love Comes First Book 4)

Author: Olivia T. Turner

My brother is running my family’s company into the ground and there’s only one man I can turn to for help.

Westin Cline.

His business sense is as sharp as his looks.

He’s the smartest man I know with a commanding presence that shakes me to my core.

I want him to fix my family’s company.

He will, for a price.

One date.

One night with me and he says he’ll make all my problems disappear.

But it’s a lie.

It’s not true.

Because a new problem develops…

What am I supposed to do with this obsessive alpha when I start to fall in love?

It only takes one touch to turn Westin Cline into an obsessive alpha of a date in this hot Over-The-Top romance. SAFE, no cheating, and a sweet HEA that will

have you grinning and blushing! Enjoy!

EROTICA: Daddy Don't Pull Out (Explicit Collection)

Author: Amy Wingate

Rough men enjoy innocent younger women.

A panty-drenching taboo collection!

Includes "Don't Pull Out" stories #1 through #10

Alpha's Desire: An MC Werewolf Romance (Bad Boy Alphas Book 6)

Author: Renee Rose

She’s the one girl this player can’t have. A human. 

I’m dying to claim the redhead who lights up the club every Saturday night.



I want to pull her into the storeroom and make her scream, but it wouldn’t be right. 

She’s too pure. Too fresh. Too passionate. 

Too human. 

 

When she learns my secret, my alpha orders me to wipe her memories. 

But I won’t do it. 

Still, I’m not mate material—I can’t mark her and bring her into the pack. 

What in the hell am I going to do with her? 

Beautifully Awkward (Candied Crush Book 12)

Author: Charity Parkerson

Lance has spent his life hiding in the shadows. Slade has spent his life in the spotlight. They’re equally lonely.

As a private detective, Lance depends on blending in. Never in his life has he wanted to stand out until he met Slade. Slade is a rock star and is wanted by

everyone. Lance is no exception. Unfortunately, Slade is also the most clueless person on the planet. Lance doesn’t know how to get Slade’s attention when the

guy seems totally oblivious to Lance’s desire. The entire situation feels hopeless.

Between touring, recording, interviews, and just trying to live, Slade is tired. He hasn’t had a personal life in longer than he can recall. He’s had one-night stands

and quick encounters in the craziest of places, but there has been nothing real. He enjoys spending time with Lance, but he doesn’t think Lance really likes him

like that. Slade is kind of nerdy and awkward when he’s not on stage. Men don’t go for him unless they’re celebrity worshippers. He doesn’t stand much of a

chance with someone like Lance. So Slade does what he always does when he needs a little extra help. He turns to his identical twin.

Nothing good can come of Cade pretending to be Slade to gauge Lance’s interest, especially since Lance is a detective. Maybe this crazy plan will blow up in

everyone’s faces. That’s a risk Slade is willing to take for a shot at love.

Baby Boy: Daddy's Boy Book 1

Author: Athena Steller

The Boy

Avery is failing at being an adult and on the verge of collapsing when he meets a man who offers him the chance of a lifetime. Being able to let go of all his worry

and stress? The promise sounds too good to be true and Avery knows he should run away. But Jace is everything he’s ever fantasized about. The words Daddy

and baby boy hang between them. Erotic, enticing, and exciting.

The Daddy

Jace has been watching Avery for months, ever since he’d first set eyes on the shy and nervous young man. Finding out that Avery is killing himself working three

jobs while going to school has Jace fighting his instincts to take control of the situation. Being a caretaking Daddy Dom Jace knows he has so much to offer

Avery. If the boy is brave enough to accept what Jace is offering.

Baby Boy is the first book in the Daddy’s boy series by Athena Steller.

This book contains MM sexual content (men having sex with each other), light BDSM elements, Age Play, Daddy/boy relationship, ABDL, and age gap relations.

This book is an exploration of a relationship between two (Male) consensual adults that are looking for love and acceptance. All characters are over the age of

consent. No cheating or cliff hangers.

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series will concentrate on a new couple although the characters from other books will visit often.

The books can be read as standalone novels but for better enjoyment watching how the characters grow from book to book adds to the enjoyment of the series.

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series ends with an HEA although we do in a peek into the earlier relationships as they progress as the series continues.

***In August 2020 this book, Baby Boy, was professional edited, revised, and reloaded. No content was changed but the errors from the first upload should be

gone.***

Minx (Blydon Book 3)

Author: Julia Quinn

It takes a minx to tempt a rogue...Beautiful and feisty Henrietta Barrett has never followed the dictates of society. She manages her elderly guardian′s estate, 

prefers to wear breeches rather than dresses, and answers to the unlikely name of Henry. But when her guardian passes away, her beloved home falls into the



hands of a distant cousin.

And it takes a rogue to tame her...William Dunford, London′s most elusive bachelor, is stunned to learn that he′s inherited property, a title...and a ward bent on

making his first visit his last. Henry is determined to continue running the Cornwall estate without help from the handsome new lord, but Dunford is just as sure he

can change things...starting with his wild young ward. But turning Henry into a lady makes her not only the darling of the town, but an irresistible attraction to the

man who thought he could never be tempted.

Lost Soul (The Dirty Souls MC Book 1)

Author: Emma Creed

‘Bound not by blood but loyalty.

We live, we ride, and we die

by our own laws’

I’ve always known where I belong. I was born to wear the Dirty Soul patch. Club life is the only life I’ve ever wanted. The President, Jimmer Carson, raised me like

a son, and he trusted me with his family.

My loyalty to him and the Souls is unbreakable.

When tragedy strikes our club, the life I thought I knew is thrown into turmoil. Loyalties are questioned, bonds are severed, and rules are broken.

For the first time in my life, I feel lost

She’s a complication I shouldn’t pursue. Far too perfect to be mine. But I fear she could also be the missing part of my Lost Soul.

Lost Soul is the first book in the Dirty Soul’s MC series.

***Warning***

Due to the nature of the series you should expect to come across subject matter that some readers may find disturbing.

Lost Soul is intended for readers 18+

The Gamble (Colorado Mountain Series Book 1)

Author: Kristen Ashley

Welcome to New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Kristen Ashley's Colorado Mountain Series, where friends become family and

everyone deserves a second chance.

Love is the greatest gamble of all . . .

Nina Sheridan desperately needs a timeout vacation. With a fianc?àö¬© who can't even remember how she takes her coffee, Nina wants some distance to

rethink her engagement. Flying halfway around the world from England to a mountain town in Colorado should do the trick. But when she finds a gorgeous man at

her rental cabin, Nina's cold, lonely adventure suddenly heats up.

The owner of the house, Holden "Max" Maxwell is surprised by the beautiful woman who turns up at his door. But when Nina becomes ill, Max spends days

nursing her back to health. A private man with a broken heart, Max finds himself drawn to the strong-willed woman. Soon it becomes impossible for Nina and Max

to deny their growing attraction to one another. Yet even as these two wounded souls think about taking a chance on a relationship, a secret from Max's past

emerges-and threatens to end their love for good.

Taste For Daddy (Please Me, Daddy Book 1)

Author: B.L. Brooks

I never thought landing a modeling job would be easy, but it turned out to be for me. When my boss, Dean Andrews, said I was suited better as a model for his 

lingerie lineup, posing for the front cover of this fall’s edition, I was a bit nervous.  

 

But with some pressure and a boost of confidence, I decided to give it a try. 

 

Things change when I find my new boss, is also my new step-dad…



 

And now I have nothing less than a taste... for daddy.

The Doctor (Nashville Neighborhood Book 1)

Author: Nikki Sloane

For years, he was a part of my life. I watched him rush to the hospital countless times, his beautiful surgeon hands racing to save lives.

After all this time, I can’t escape the truth.

I want Dr. Lowe.

Lust chokes each moment we’re together. He promises to fulfill my fantasies—every dirty, naughty desire we can dream up.

Only, I can’t have him.

He’s confident. Experienced. Seductive.

And he’s my ex-boyfriend’s father.

Sinful Heir (The Heirs Book 6)

Author: Michelle Heard

Tristan Hayes is a mystery. One I’m dying to solve.

There’s a dark side to him few know about.

As much as it scares me, it draws me in like a moth to a flame.

Where he’s ruthless in the business world, he’s gentle when it comes to me.

His touch makes me burn for more. His kisses drug me until there’s only him.

Because I belong to him, I’ve become a target.

Held captive, my memories of Tristan are what keeps me sane.

Tristan, Tristan, Tristan,

What did he do?

Sowing destruction and anger,

He might be Hana’s doom.

He met with a man,

Who could help him save his love;

But then Tristan became the monster,

That was buried deep inside his heart.

ACE - Book 8: Steel Patriots MC

Author: Mary Kennedy

Alex "Ace" Mills is an integral part of the Steel Patriots MC. His brothers, and by extension, their wives are a huge part of his life. They love him - even if he can't

stand to physically touch any of them. It isn't his fault...it was something he was working on every day. When he listened to his friends discussing the erotic

romance novels of CC Robat he knew exactly what he needed to give them for Christmas. But when CC turned out to be Charlotte...Charlie...his world turns

upside down in one night. Now he has to figure out a way to keep her safe, get used to touching her body, and living out the words she put to paper. Every mans'

dream.

Charlotte Tabor was a writer of erotic romance novels, but of course no one knew that. She insisted on writing under the pen name CC Robat. When she received

the sweet email on her fan page about a man wanting to give his friends' the gift of CC Robat for Christmas, she was flattered and to be honest...it was perfect

timing. Fights with her publisher, the pain of a failed relationship and Charlie was ready for something new. Now if she could just control her panic attacks around

crowds and people touching her, she'd be perfect. Merry freaking Christmas!

Forced by Stepdaddy — Enjoy This Mega Explicit Collection of 150 Sexy Hottest Filthy And Taboo Erotic

Short Stories



Author: Samantha Riley

Read and experiences the adventures of the submissive stunning females as they submit every inch of their breathtaking bodies, relinquishing control of their

most intimate part……..……..to multiple men!!

150 stories of your secret desires!

Enjoy this collection of sinfully delicious Erotica Tales!

Two Billionaires in Vegas: A Halloween MFM Romance (Love by Numbers Book 1)

Author: Nicole Casey

Two sexy, domineering, utterly irresistible alpha males want to claim me as their own.

But the question is: am I ready to be shared?

Erin

How did I even end up here?

I was supposed to be here only for my best friend's wedding.

You know, flowers, speeches, yadi yadi yada.

I was bored as hell and desperately needed to escape.

And that was when I met them.

Two tall, sexy Ex-Marines.

Jackson and Caleb. The owners of the dungeon.

One sets my body on fire. Charming, rugged, and rock-hard.

The other makes me tremble. Dominant, intense, and damaged.

When the elevator doors close, I know there’s no going back.

And then they tell me something that makes me weak in the knees...

They want to share me. Pleasure me. Together.

Nicole’s Note: Two Billionaires in Vegas is an exciting and thrilling romance in my new Reverse Harem Romance series – Love by Numbers. It’s the first book in

the series, but it can be read as a standalone. I've also included a preview of the next book in the series for you. Happy reading!

Love by Numbers Series

2 Billionaires in Vegas

3 Bosses' Assistant

4 Ranchers' Bride

5 Mafia Captors' Virgin

6 Single Dads' Nanny

7 Groomsmen from Hell

8 Brothers' Fiancee

...to be continued

Zodiac Academy 5: Cursed Fates: An Academy Bully Romance

Author: Caroline Peckham

After the devastating events at Zodiac Academy, we have to deal with this darker world we're faced with.

Lionel seeks to hurt us, the Nymphs seek to hurt the entire Fae race, and between all of it, we just have to try and survive each day as it comes.

I'm afraid of everything falling apart, but it looks like it already has.

Adult Menage Short Stories: Ganged, Shared, Swingers Sex: Daddy Threesome MFM, MMF, MMMF,

MFFMMM Erotic Women (Filthy Dirty Sexy & Rough Collection Book 1)

Author: SALLY CUMMINGS

EXTREMELY CROWDED. TAKEN FROM EVERY ORIFICE. ROUGH. 

She loves it in more than one. 

She loves to be shared. 

She loves to be taken and humiliated in public.



Set free your naughtiest fantasies in side this scorching bundle. 

40 Filthy Stories. Messy Endings with a smile. 

Come and get it while it’s still hot. 

Includes: Rear pounding, MM, FF and Bi Action. As well as Rough Sharing, spanking, restraints and so much more. Please note that this bundle contains very

detailed and raw descriptions of adult scenes. 

 

Download now if none of those warnings offended you and begin to enjoy 40 juicy, naughty filthy story for less than the cost of 3 books. Your download will be on

your device in matter of seconds. Let’s get naughty, shall we? 

ROUGH FAMILY QUICKIES – 50 Explicit and Forbidden Taboo Hot Sex Stories Naughty Adult for Women,

Men and Couples (Aphrodisiacs Story Collection – Book 1)

Author: Alisa Stokes

Advisory: This +50 Books of Erotica Taboo Short Sex Stories contain Explicit Sexuality, and Adult Content that may be deemed by some to be offensive,

indecent, or otherwise objectionable, so please read at your own discretion.

Enjoy this collection of sinfully delicious Erotica Tales by Alisa Stokes in this Sweltering Hot Bundle! From start to finish, these pleasurable sensual tales of love

and lust will soak your panties starting right now!

Grab Your Copy Now!

* * * * * *

For Mature Readers 18+ Only!

Grey: Fifty Shades of Grey as Told by Christian (Fifty Shades of Grey Series Book 4)

Author: E L James

E L James revisits the world of Fifty Shades with a deeper and darker take on the love story that has enthralled millions of readers around the globe.

Look for E L James’ passionate new love story, The Mister, available now.

Christian Grey exercises control in all things; his world is neat, disciplined, and utterly empty—until the day that Anastasia Steele falls into his office, in a tangle of

shapely limbs and tumbling brown hair. He tries to forget her, but instead is swept up in a storm of emotion he cannot comprehend and cannot resist. Unlike any

woman he has known before, shy, unworldly Ana seems to see right through him—past the business prodigy and the penthouse lifestyle to Christian’s

cold, wounded heart.  

Will being with Ana dispel the horrors of his childhood that haunt Christian every night? Or will his dark sexual desires, his compulsion to control, and the

self-loathing that fills his soul drive this girl away and destroy the fragile hope she offers him?

This book is intended for mature audiences.

COERCED!!: Forced By Mom's Boyfriend - Content With Rough Filthy Adult Taboo Erotic Sex Story

(Training Virgins Book 1)

Author: Vixen Wade

BLACKMAILED

Sarah Parker has a problem. She turned legal today, just in time to get her stripper mom out of a jam. Sarah’s mom has gambling debts to be paid, and no

money. In order to save her mom Sarah’s got to be willing to put the WORK in.

Problem is, she’s never done it before. So her mom’s boyfriend has to give her a crash course in everything grown ups like to do. He’s the rough alpha man of the

house, and gentle isn’t in his nature. The Con is very Dub in this raunchy thrill ride. Trigger warnings are appropriate for this title! Go deep inside the first step of a

virgin about to take an erotic journey into submission and surrender. This is only the first hour of what is going to be a very LONG night as Sarah grows up in a

hurry. Buy this book and keep your kleenex close!

DARE TO LOVE: Truth And Dare Duet Collection

Author: Lylah James



A gripping, heart-wrenching and slow burn enemies-to-friends-to-lovers romance.

What happens when a dare goes too far?

Maddox Coulter. Reckless bad boy. Infamous playboy. He was my nemesis, then my best friend.

Maddox promised to always be there for me. I vowed I’d never leave him.

We teetered over the line of love and obsession for many years. The irresistible attraction between us became more – it burned us and we laid in the ashes of our

mistakes. Our relationship was something precious and we fought, we bled… and we fell deeper into this game of love.

We were never meant to cross path in the first place, because Maddox held a secret that would be the cause of our ruination.

But maybe it was kismet…

Truth or Dare?

Truth: He loved me. I loved him. But it was never simple.

Dare: I dare you to read our story. Nothing is what it seems to be.

DARE TO LOVE is the complete TRUTH AND DARE DUET collection and a never seen before Christmas Novella.

Teaching Foster's Cowboy: An MM BDSM Romance (Different Hearts Book 5)

Author: Izaia Winter

One drink. Three times a week. For thirty minutes and no more.

Foster knows he should stay away from him. As the owner of the largest BDSM club in the state, he accepts the big, sweet bartender next door isn’t for him. It

doesn’t matter if Elias’s blushes set his body on fire. It doesn’t matter if he sees the same burning need he feels reflected in Elias’s gaze because Elias isn’t

submissive and dominance runs through the very core of Foster’s being.

Those are the rules.

Submissive and inexperienced, Elias is fascinated by the worldly, sophisticated man who comes into his bar. He’s everything Elias has ever wanted in a man: a

compact body, an intense stare, and dominance that clings to his skin. It’s a shame he never makes a move.

But rules are meant to be broken.

And then something unexpected happens. When a coworker comes in and drags his stranger out of the bar, Elias can’t help but follow. As Elias lets his curiosity

overtake him, he finds himself Foster’s partner, and suddenly, the man who never makes a move is making them all.

Author’s Note: If you’re looking for some hardcore/dark BDSM romance, this isn’t that book. I live to write cute, sweet, feel-good romance. And just because

Foster likes things a little rough doesn’t mean he’s not going to get the same treatment. Enjoy!

WARNING: This book is intended for Adult (18+) readers. I try to write all books so that they can be read and understood as stand-alone stories.

However, reading them all together will create a more complete and rich experience as past characters can and will make surprise appearances.

~61k words

Story Contains: No Angst, MM Sexual Content, General Kink, BDSM Elements, Power Exchange Relationships, Impact Play, Some Praise Kink, Bondage, Erotic

E-Stim, Sounding, Predicament Bondage, Exhibitionism, Brief Appearances of Littleness/Daddy Kink from side characters, Fast Feelings, Super Sweet Overload

Like Always, and Happily Ever Afters.

Ashes of Chaos (Legacy of the Nine Realms Book 2)

Author: Amelia Hutchins

Creating a new House of Magic is hard work. Aria knew she had a tall task ahead of her, cleaning up the mess her family had made in the Nine Realms, but 

nothing could have prepared her for the horrors that awaited within the Nine Realms. 

 

Dark magic has taken hold of the lands as Aria finds herself in the middle of an ongoing war while playing cat and mouse with Knox, who hunts her relentlessly. 

 

To make matters worse, Aria's creature has grown impatient and is doing everything she can to get back to the monster within Knox, even knowing that Aria's 

heart is on the line. 



How far will Aria go to protect those she loves from Knox's wrath? How long can she evade the man stalking her every waking hour as her body and mind fight

against the growing need for him to claim her? Can she break the curse that has plagued the Hecate bloodline for over 500 years while protecting her heart? 

 

Maybe the answers lie with the mysterious silver-haired men that have come to Aria's aid, or perhaps they are just like everyone else wanting to kill or claim her,

realizing she is the key to winning the war. Aria intends to bring the Nine Realms and the male stalking her to their knees in this fast-paced, action-packed, and

sexy epic fantasy adventure. 

 

Action packed epic fantasy that will leave you breathless, and cheering on the underdog. 

The Professional (The Game Maker Series Book 1)

Author: Kresley Cole

The highly anticipated complete novel of The Professional--the first installment in #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole's scorching Game Maker

series, an erotica collection that has readers asking: How hot is too hot?

Meet the Professional.

Mafiya enforcer Aleksandr "The Siberian" Sevastyan's loyalty to his boss is unwavering, until he meets the boss's long-lost daughter, a curvy, tantalizing redhead

who haunts his mind and heats his blood like no other. Ordered to protect her, Aleksandr will do anything to possess her as well--on his own wicked terms.

He makes the rules.

Grad student Natalie Porter has barely recovered from her first encounter with the dark and breathtaking Siberian when he whisks her away to Russia, thrusting

her into a world of extreme wealth and wanton pleasures. Every day under his protection she falls deeper under his masterful spell.

In the game of obsession, two players are better than one.

Yet all is not as it seems. To remove Natalie from an enemy's reach, Aleksandr spirits her into hiding. From an opulent palace in Russia to the decadent

playgrounds of the mega-rich in Paris, the two lovers tempt each other's boundaries to discover whether their darkest--and most forbidden--fantasies really can

come true....

Just a Bit Wrecked (Straight Guys Book 11)

Author: Alessandra Hazard

A plane crash. A homophobe and a gay man stranded together on a desert island. A love born out of hatred, need, and mutual desperation.

Andrew Reyes is handsome, rich, and very straight—he’s married to a gorgeous woman. Outspoken about his distaste for gay people, he isn’t shy about his

opinion as he watches the gay couple he and his wife share a flight with.

Logan McCall is handsome, rich, and openly gay. He isn’t impressed with the bigoted jerk across the aisle, no matter how easy on the eyes he is.

To their shock and horror, they’re the only survivors when the plane crashes—stranded on a desert island with no hope of rescue, and no one but each other to

depend on for survival.

As the days turn into months, can disdain, antipathy, and a craving they don’t understand and can’t resist turn into a connection? Or something more?

Just a Bit Wrecked is a steamy gay romance with a happily ever after. Book #11 in the Straight Guys series but can be read as a standalone.

Fearless King (Kings of Rittenhouse Book 4)

Author: Maya Hughes

My first crush. My first heartbreak. My brother’s best friend.

The butterflies in my stomach turned into full blown eagles the second our lips touched. A kiss under the stars that changed our relationship forever.

After a lifetime of wishing, I stared up into Ford’s eyes with his fingers caressing my cheek and my heart racing.

The evening ended with my heart bleeding on the ballroom floor.

He destroyed my heart two years ago...but now he wants back in my life.

This time I won’t fall under his spell. I’ll resist his sexy, scruffy beard, and panty-melting smirk.

I thought I was over him. Hell, I fully planned to wave to him through my rearview mirror...but with one text, in the middle of the night, I know I'm in over my head.



Ford: I need you.

Forbidden and Explicit Erotica for Adults - Sixty Two Book Bundle: Cuckolding, Ménage, Ganging, BDSM,

MMF, Interracial, and More (Explicit Rough Short ... Discipline, Interracial, MMF, and More 3)

Author: Christi Cabernet

Christi Cabernet is happy to bring you her largest erotica bundle yet! 

 

This bundle of sexy stories will make your toes curl! They are written by authors who aren't ashamed of their kinks, fetishes, predilections, or pasts and they 

want to share their wild imaginations with you! 

 

These stories include explicit content for women and men who are ready for some adventures! 

 

What are you waiting for? This'll just be our little secret. ;) 

 

These stories include: 

Interracial Encounters 

Cuckolding wives 

BDSM & Femdom stories 

MMF Encounters 

Cuckold Husbands Being Useful 

Discipline and S/M 

And much more! 

 

This bundle contains the following stories. 

 

A Full Service Hotel 

Celebrating her “Dirty Thirty” 

Best Anniversary Ever! 

The List 

Cherry Licking Tutorial 

Switzerland Spontaneity Parts 1-3 

Maid… Serviced 

Locker Room Ganging 

Wedding Guest of Honor 

East Meets West MFM 

Date Night 

The Love In 

Special Delivery 

Dorm Room Shenanigans 

The Alpha Stables Books 1-3 

Cuckolds in Space Books 1-3 

Hotwife’s Revenge Books 1-3 

For Queen and Country Books 1-6 

The Hotwife Tango 

Closet Cuckold 

With Her Boss 

High Tide 

You Have the Right to Remain Submissive Parts 1-3 

The Release 

Marital Ties 

Fayre's Fair 

Feeling the Burn 

Submission in the Kitchen 

Private Lessons 

Forgive Me, Master, for I Have Sinned 

Boss by Day, Sub by Night 

The Kindness of Strangers 

Summa Cum Laude Parts 1&2 

The Crimson Altar 

Air Bi&Bi 

Supporting the Troops 

Captive Cuckold 

Big Bull on Campus 

What Goes Around Comes Around Parts 1&2 

Another Set of Hands



Pool Side Service 

The Couple that Cheats Together… 

The Classic 

Fun in the Sun 

A Night at the Theater 

Enjoying Every Inch

Spirit Bear

Author: Delta James

It's the time of the rut...and she's at his mercy.

Nora Bishop, investigative reporter, is determined to uncover the truth of the "accidental" deaths of her friend and a conspiracy theorist. She realizes she's on to

something after a break-in at her loft and she calls the one man she thinks can keep her safe...Boone Daniels.

Now making a living as a back-country guide and mercenary, Boone agrees to keep Nora safe...for a price: Nora must agree to all of his sexual needs. And he

has many.

But when old feelings for each other start to rise to the surface, the truth Nora seeks also brings them both closer to danger. The truth is far too close to

home--proof that a parallel species evolved alongside mankind.

The secret has been kept for millennia and Boone is one of them... a Spirit Bear Shifter; and it's time to mate.

Publisher note -  Spirit Bear is a second chance romance with lots of heat in and out of the bedroom for mature readers only.

Buttons and Lace

Author: Penelope Sky

I owe him a debt.

A big one.

The payment can't be settled with money or favors.

He only wants one thing.

Me.

Every action gets a reward. A button. Once I fill his jar with three hundred and sixty-five buttons, he'll let me go.

He'll let me walk away.

But I have to earn every single one.

By submitting to the darkest, cruelest, and most beautiful man I've ever known.

** TRIGGER WARNING ** There are some dark and disturbing scenes of abuse and punishment.

Bisexual Husbands: 10 MMF Erotic Stories Box Set

Author: Kristin Lance

This is a 10 Story Box Set 

Featuring: 

All 7 stories in the Stags & Vixens Collection 

PLUS: 3 Bonus brand new stories! 

 

Bi-curious and openly bisexual husbands get wild in this story collection featuring 10 MMF erotic romance stories set in the Colorado mountains. 

These open-minded mountain girls know how to get wild with their two men, and how to encourage them to embrace their sexuality and make the most of their 

burgeoning relationships. Each story is around 10,000 words of sexy fun, and swords will cross!



 

Content Warning: These stories are hot explicit erotic stories and contain steamy sex scenes and explicit language suitable for adult audiences only!

Pretty Baby: Daddy's Boy Book 2

Author: Athena Steller

The Boy

Caleb has been hiding his true self for so long that he isn’t sure who he is anymore. He’s not the brat he portrays. He’s not confident like others think. Caleb is just

a shy boy, who loves pretty things, and animals. No one stays long enough to learn who Caleb really. How could he trust any of them to show his deepest secret?

That is, until one night at the club Caleb finds a Daddy Dom that sees right through his masks. Grant demands things from Caleb that scares him. Has Caleb met

the one Daddy Dom that he can open up to?

The Daddy

The moment Grant spots the vulnerability that Caleb hides so well he’s hooked. He has plenty of experience reading people as a Detective but Caleb is a mystery

in more ways than one. He’s also the sweetest and neediest boy Grant has ever met. Caleb has secrets but Grant will push until all is revealed. Until Caleb is

under his thumb and accepts that he is Grant’s pretty princess.

Pretty Baby is the second book in the Daddy’s boy series by Athena Steller.

This book contains MM sexual content (men having sex with each other), light BDSM elements, a boy wearing women lingerie and a Daddy who loves it, Age

Play, domestic discipline, Daddy/ boy relationship, power exchange, rough sex, phone sex, age gap relations, and naughty times with a giant teddy bear. This

book is an exploration of a relationship between two (Male) consensual adults that are looking for love and acceptance. All characters in sexual situations are

above the age of consent. No cheating or cliff hangers.

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series will concentrate on a new couple although the characters from other books will visit often. The books can be read as stand

alone novels but for better enjoyment it is recommended to read the books in order.

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series ends with a HEA.

***In October 2020 this book, Pretty Baby, was professional edited, revised, and reloaded. No content was changed but the errors from the first upload should be

gone.***

Romanced by the Malones (Haven, Texas)

Author: Laylah Roberts

Two novellas in one!

Merry Christmas, Baby.

Mia is pregnant, hormonal and surrounded by overbearing, overprotective Malone men.

What she needs is some Master and kitten play. To feel desirable. To see her ankles once more . . .

How West was Wed

The big day is coming, Flick has been working her butt off to get everything ready. But will an accident threaten to derail all her plans?

Please Note: These novellas are not designed to be read alone but as part of the Haven, Texas series.

Husky

Author: Jessa Kane

It’s Fashion Week in New York City and Parker is down to the wire to design a men’s look. One problem? None of the slim male models are inspiring her. She

goes in search of inspiration and finds Daws. He’s nothing like the men in the fashion world. He’s huge, he’s thick…he’s husky. And he’s exactly what she needs.

Now to convince the gruff former bodyguard turned bar owner to be her pin cushion for the night…

Daws doesn’t need convincing. The moment Parker sets foot in his bar, he’s a goner. He’ll do anything to be alone with the fresh faced sweetheart, even if it

means walking down a runway in front of a thousand strangers. It’s not long before temptation takes over and Daws shows Parker that big men do it better. But

can he fit into her perfect world permanently? Or will they have to exist on the memories of their one explosive night?

Lost Boy (Daddy's Boy Book 3)



Author: Athena Steller

The Boy

Mitch knew he was a boy the first time he observed a submissive over a Dom’s knee getting his ass reddened. That was years ago and even though Mitch never

found a Daddy of his own, he knew what he wanted. Or at least he thought he had. Now one man will change how Mitch looks at his life and what is truly

important. Maybe Mitch

isn’t as lost as he’d thought.

The Daddy

The first time Byron laid eyes on Mitch he knew the older man was meant to be his boy. Fighting Mitch’s insecurities is an even bigger job than putting up with his

father. When Mitch’s world starts to crumble around him, Byron is determined to show Mitch he’s strong enough to earn the title Daddy.

Lost Boy is the third book in the Daddy’s Boy series by Athena Steller.

This book contains MM sexual content (men having sex with each other), light BDSM elements, Age Play, Daddy/ boy relationship, age gap relations, voyeurism,

public sex, light humiliation scene. This book is an exploration of a relationship between two (Male) consensual adults that are looking for love and acceptance.

All characters are over the age of consent. No cheating or cliff hangers.

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series will concentrate on a new couple although the characters from other books will visit often. The books can be read as

standalone novels but for better enjoyment watch how the characters grow from book to book adds to the enjoyment of the series.

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series ends with a HEA although we do get a peek into the earlier relationships as they progress as the series continues.

***In November 2020 this book, Lost Boy, was professional edited, revised, and reloaded. No content was changed but the errors from the first upload should be

gone.***

Forced: Dark Fantasies: An Erotica Bundle (Primal Taboo Fantasies)

Author: Sara Saylin

"Intense...I couldn't stop thinking about what happened for days."

DISCLAIMER: For adults only.

What I have here is a bundle of darkly erotic fantasies that center around a dark taboo…a boundary that many of us only fantasize about crossing. What I have in

store for you are tales of broken wills, forceful fits of lust that deviate far from what’s considered appropriate in polite society. Crack open this book, enter inside

these tales of animalistic impulses, if you dare…you might not emerge from these fantasies of rough men and submissive women as the same person that you

were before. Explore your dark side and get your copy today.

NOTE: This erotica bundle is available for free with Kindle Unlimited. Enjoy, my avid reader.

DARK MCKENNA: A Billionaire Dark Romance (SHADES OF LOVE SERIES Book 1)

Author: Shayne Ford

Pretty Woman meets Fifty Shades with an even broodier, more captivating Billionaire.

She doesn't believe in love. He doesn't believe in second chances.

When Vivian Mason, a college freshman who has no family left and struggles to survive, runs into a broody, handsome man one November night while fighting a

cold rain on the streets of Manhattan, she has no idea who he is.

A man of a few words, a body made of steel and eyes brimming with fire, the mysterious stranger saves her life more than once.

Soft and delicate and a moving target, she falls for the broad-shouldered man, although his identity remains a secret to her.

Fate pulls him away from her before one morning, she finds herself and her best friend in the boardroom of a multi-billion corporation, waiting for the company's

owner to commence his speech when the door opens, and a tall, dark-haired man wearing a high-end suit walks in.

She stares at his back for a few moments before he slowly turns, and then her heart stops.

NOTE:

The enigmatic male lead makes an appearance in Golden Heir Series.

Spoilers of Shade's story (the lead man in the Golden Heir Series) are present in the Shades of Love Series.

This book ends in a CLIFFHANGER.

Three books in this series. All available.



Roadie (Rock-Hard Beautiful Book 2)

Author: C.M. Stunich

WARNING: This book features one stronghearted young woman and her five rockstar lovers. All six of them are struggling to overcome their dark pasts while

falling more deeply in love.

P.S. Nobody said she had to pick just one.

Turn the page only if you enjoy true love, raw grief, genuine human connection, rock 'n' roll, and books with unfiltered, unashamed sex.

“I'm in love with five bad boy rockstars. But is our love strong enough to overcome our tragedy?”

Lilith Goode is dating—and in love with—five gorgeous rockstars.

She shares her body, her heart, and her soul with each one of them.

Paxton is the leader, covered in tattoos, and cocky as hell.

Michael is the bad boy determined to change his ways.

Ransom is the scarred one, dark and beautiful.

Muse is the practical one, the enigma with a silver mohawk.

Copeland is the boy next door with a penchant for reading romance novels.

Together, these six twisted souls make up one beautiful whole.

But can one woman really love five different men?

What if they're all tattooed, pierced, scarred, and broken?

And what if they all need her as much she needs them?

Their love is as unconventional as their music.

Rock 'n' roll, romance, redemption.

A story about finding beauty everywhere … even in a lie.

Roadie, Book #2 in the Rock-Hard Beautiful Trilogy

a New Adult Erotic Rocker Romance from International Bestselling Author C.M. Stunich

***ROADIE is a 90,000 word novel about strong emotions, difficult pasts, and vibrant love. It contains bad boy rockers, rock 'n' roll concerts, handcuffs, friendship,

explicit sex scenes and forgiveness. This is a MMMFMM book with a STRONG focus on the woman (although there is some light M/M in here, too) aka a reverse

harem novel (one woman, five guys). It has a happy ending, NO cliff-hanger, and is the second book in a trilogy.

My Best Friend's Ex (The Binghamton Series Book 2)

Author: Meghan Quinn

My Best Friend's Ex is a small town, roommates to lovers romance that can be read as a standalone romantic comedy. See why readers are falling in love with

these blue collar heroes.

When I found an eviction notice taped on my apartment door, I had two options: find a comfortable cardboard box to call home, or move in with Tucker Jameson.

Seeing that cardboard makes me feel itchy, I chose the latter. Which shouldn't be that big of a deal since Tucker is one of my good friends. And because he's still

pining after his ex-girlfriend and I'm trying to finish my nursing degree, there is nothing to worry about in the romance department, making my last semester an

easy one to conquer.

Boy, was I wrong.

Rules are set, dinners are made, conversations are had, and a shirtless, swoony roommate walks around in nothing but a pair of black briefs, ruining me for every

other man.

Before I know it, I turn into a panting, lust-filled woman begging for Tucker to kiss me, touch me, and show me exactly what is hiding under those briefs.

But with great orgasms, comes great consequences.

Tucker might be my friend and roommate but he’s also my best friend's ex-boyfriend, making him completely off-limits. At least that's what my brain is telling me,

my heart is speaking an entirely different language.

*** This is a full length novel , 100,000 words, with a happily ever after, no cliffhanger, no cheating, and full of heart, humor and, steamy heat. ***

Her Alpha Dog: An Age Gap, Alpha Hero Romance Novella (Rescue Me Book 1)



Author: Katana Collins

"Katana Collins’ Murphy Brothers are everything I want in a man—alpha, sexy, and Dominant." ~Sierra Cartwright, USA Today Best Selling Author

“Katana Collins packs fun and emotion into her writing in a flawless balance that draws you in from the very first page—from the very first line! You

can count on humor, sweetness and sexy, and it’s a magical combination!" ~New York Times Bestselling author Eden Bradley

Being a dog walker to famous movie star, Josh Murphy was supposed to be an easy gig—a few hours a day and a quick paycheck.

I had no idea what I was in for. Josh is demanding, intense, grumpy… and also the sexiest man I’ve ever seen.

And once that sexy scowl of his is directed at me, I see so much more to it simmering below the surface. I see the intense heat, desire, and even… tenderness.

Tenderness? That can’t be right. Alpha-holes aren’t tender… are they?

Rescue Me Romance is a series of stand-alone short novellas. Each book promises a sweet, steamy, happily ever after... with a loving rescue pet!

My Property: A Steele Fairy Tale

Author: C.M. Steele

Diego Lopez is in pursuit of his mate, Diana Bacon. Follow them as Diego attempts to hold his body under control until the next full moon. Once the moon is here

there will be nothing stopping him from kicking in her door and claiming her for his own. No brick houses will keep him out.

This time the big bad wolf wins…

Another wickedly delicious twist on a childhood classic. I wonder if there’s something a bit wrong about messing with children’s books, but alas, I’m not stopping

there. More to come…

Compelled : Erotic Secrets in Dark Rooms (Training Virgins Book 3)

Author: Vixen Wade

There's a new man in the house. He's an older alpha, he's taken, and he won't stop watching Sophia. Then, one night when the house is quiet, he steps into her

room and begins her education. It's forbidden and raunchy and taboo. He'll leave her like a horse rode hard and put away wet. This is how alpha's like their

kittens: shy, vulnerable, willing to obey.

Compelled is an exciting new entry in the Educating Sarah series of steamy hot and sticky wet erotic stories of young woman finding themselves through hard,

rough handling. Buy this book, get some kleenex, and make some alone time! This story is dripping, raw, rough, and searing hot. Explicit!

The Red: An Erotic Fantasy (The Godwicks)

Author: Tiffany Reisz

Mona Lisa St. James made a deathbed promise that she would do anything to save her mother's art gallery. Unfortunately, not only is The Red painted red, but

it's in the red.

Just as she realizes she has no choice but to sell it, a mysterious man comes in after closing time and makes her an offer: He will save The Red if she agrees to

submit to him for the period of one year.

The man is handsome, English, and terribly tempting...but surely her mother didn't mean for Mona to sell herself to a stranger. Then again, she did promise to do

anything to save The Red...

The Red is a standalone novel of erotic fantasy from Tiffany Reisz, international bestselling author of The Bourbon Thief and the Original Sinners series.

Just In Time For Love: A BWWM Friends To Lovers Romance (Love Bites)

Author: M'Renee Allen

Get ready to fall in love with a steamy friends to lovers romance. 

 

She was his best friend. And he was her confidant. Every time she called, he came running. With every breakup she experienced, his shoulder was the one she 

cried on. Whenever she got into trouble, he was the person she turned to. And he showed up for her, every time, never asking for anything in return. Because



that’s what friends do. 

 

But those days are over. He’s tired of being her friend. From now on, if she wants his help, she has to pay for it. And billionaire CEO, Justin Whitmore, doesn’t

need Tahlia’s money. There’s another M-word he’s been craving from her for years. Her moans. 

And this Valentine’s Day, he plans to get them. 

All night long! 

Rage (Her Monsters Book 1)

Author: K.A Knight

My husband killed me.

Then he screwed his way through the city, the only problem? I didn’t stay dead. It seems killing me woke something deep inside, something so dark and buried so

deep I never knew it was there.

I don’t know what I am, I don’t really care. All I can think about is revenge, even as the monsters in the dark start to surround me. Their horns and black eyes,

mouths filled with fangs claiming I am theirs.

My monsters will have to wait, he will regret the day he crossed me.

Are you scared of the dark? You should be.

*18+ Reverse Harem Romance. Warning this book contains scenes and references of abuse/assault that some readers may find triggering. Along with graphic

sex scenes and violence. This is a dark book*

Playing with Her Doctors: A Medical MFM Menage Romance (Playing With Them Book 1)

Author: S.E. Law

Getting pregnant? A big deal. Getting pregnant by your handsome, hands-on personal physician? An even bigger deal. And don’t forget, he has a

business partner who loves being in on the action as well.

I’ve put off seeing a doctor for a long time, so when I finally work up the nerve, I decide to go for the best. Doctors Ryder Stephenson and Ranger Stevens have a

very exclusive practice on Park Avenue. They’re two incredibly gorgeous, rich as all hell plastic surgeons with a helluva magic touch.

Except, my consultation goes off the rails.

My physicians are completely irresistible, and the temperature in the exam room heats up until it’s near sizzling. We’re damn near breaking the law.

But you know what I really want?

A baby.

… And the doctors are only too happy to oblige. They tell me to come back for another consultation … and another … and another … until soon, I’m a

mommy-to-be.

Yeah, whoops. This wasn’t supposed to happen.

But now, I want it all, and the gorgeous, huge, growly physicians won’t stop until I’m mommy to a dozen of their children.

We’re off the reservation with crazy, over-the-top insta-love between two gorgeous doctors and a sassy curvy girl that will make you want to put on a

flimsy hospital gown. There are no swords that cross because the story is all about her. Not responsible for thermometers that break. Reader beware.

As with all my books, this one is safe, with no cheating, and a HEA guaranteed.

That Wild Player: A Standalone Bad Boy Billionaire & Good Girl Romantic Comedy (Sweet Darlings Inc.

Book 3)

Author: Nadia Lee



What's a good girl to do when she gets dumped via an email that's CCd to all her best friends?

a. run her jerkface ex-boyfriend over with a semi

b. hire a hit man on Craigslist

c. try online dating with her best friends cheering her on

Alas, online dating isn't what it's cracked up to be. But just when I'm about to give up, CJ appears. A Silicon Valley billionaire. Hot. Smart. Makes me tingle in

places I didn’t know could tingle. So perfect I'd ignore the humiliation of ending our first encounter with him clutching my bad-luck panties against his tight

abs...except he's a player. The exact opposite of what I need.

But "no" is not part of his vocabulary. He wants me and pursues me relentlessly. He pops up as best man at my friend's wedding, at my office, in my home. He's

sending me flowers, chocolates, coffee beans, you name it. Plus he kisses like he invented the action. It's like he knows all my weaknesses and is launching a

siege.

Then my world implodes, and I realize being good and responsible is overrated. Can the wild player handle this former good girl?

Weekend Fling: A Steamy Small-Town Romance (A Jetty Beach Romance Book 5)

Author: Claire Kingsley

It’s just a fling. Or is it?

Juliet Blake shows up at my bar, dejected after her surprise girls’ weekend goes bad. So I do the usual—mix her a drink and listen to her troubles. I’m a

spontaneous guy, so I offer to help—spend the rest of the weekend with her so she’s not alone on her birthday.

I don’t expect her to end up in my bed, but when she does, it’s mind-blowing. And after a smoking hot weekend together, I realize I could use a little more Juliet in

my life.

See her again? Sure. But it’s still just a fling. I have my reasons. My heart can’t take more.

Sexy bartender Finn O’Conner thinks he has the solution to my troubles. Birthday weekend gone bad? Nothing a nice drink and some hot eye candy can’t solve.

And Finn is all kinds of hot.

Spending the weekend with him is impulsive—so unlike me. But throwing off my planner tendencies feels amazing—as does Finn.

I’m not supposed to fall for him. He doesn’t believe in forever. But as our weekend fling turns into a whirlwind romance, my heart will never be the same.

Weekend Fling was previously titled Could Be Forever

DIRTY DADDIES COLLECTION: 40 Erotica Books - DADDY TABOO SEX STORIES, VIRGIN & MORE...

Author: Lexi Hunt

Advisory: This 40 Book MEGA Bundle of Erotica Taboo Sex Stories contain Explicit Sexuality, and Adult Content that may be deemed by some to be offensive, 

indecent, or otherwise objectionable, so please read at your own discretion. 

 

But, if Dirty is the way you want it, Click the Download Button Now and start reading within seconds. 

 

Enjoy this MEGA Collection of 40 Explicit Taboo Short Stories. Quick and dirty, filled with sinfully delicious erotica Tales by Lexi Hunt in this Sweltering Hot MEGA 

Bundle! 

 

Read about all the little princesses, brats and first time virgins that get their love or punishment from the older men of the house in their lives! From start to finish, 

these pleasurable sensual tales of love and lust will soak your panties starting right now! 

 

These ladies are pure and innocent. V-Cards never touched or broken. The men, TOO BIG to FIT and are totally FORBIDDEN and twice their age. Their dark 

desires need to be satisfied. BIG ROUGH FAST and HARD is their style. 

 

O DIRTY BOOKS! Pleasing to the very last drop, bringing you to an intense CLIMAX! 

 

These erotic stories include: 

 

Daddy Bathes Me 

Milked And Shared 

Fertile Milky Hucow 

Milked And Plugged



Daddy’s Dirty Milk Farm 

Daddy Help! 

Probed By Daddy 

Daddy’s Lil Virgin 

Liberating His Hotwife 

Stealing His Hotwife 

Owning His Hotwife 

Training His Hotwife 

Daddy Show Me 

Daddy Busts Me 

Daddy Snuggles Me 

Daddy Get Your Gift 

Pleasing Daddy 

For Daddy 

No Daddy! 

Daddy Plugs Me 

Daddy’s Punishment 

Daddy’s Reluctant Virgin 

Daddy’s In The Woods 

Fertile Nympho For Daddy 

Daddy’s Treat 

Dirty Daddy 

Relax For Daddy 

Punishing The Runaway 

Teaching Her Discipline 

Daddy Caught Me Being Naughty 

My Wild Night With Daddy 

Sorry, Daddy 

Up For Daddy 

The Sleepover 

Daddy's Dirty Little Thief 

Daddy Doesn’t Know 

Shared By My Daddy 

Taken By Daddy 

 

And so Much More! 

 

Grab Your Copy Now! 

 

* * * * * * 

 

For Mature Readers 18+ Only! 

Scoring Her: A Billionaire Bad Boys Novella (Book 3.5)

Author: Max Monroe

A secret duo of romance authors team up under the New York Times & USA Today Bestselling pseudonym Max Monroe to bring you the end of their sexy,

laugh-out-loud Billionaire Bad Boys series.

The end of the Billionaire Bad Boy era, the series comes to a close.

From Kline and Benny to Wes and Winnie with Thatch and Cassie in between, spend time with the characters that have stolen the hearts of both each other and

readers alike, and meet the men of the upcoming spinoff series Mavericks Tackle Love.

Suggested Series Reading order:

#1 Tapping the Billionaire

#1.5 Tapping Her

#2 Banking the Billionaire

#2.5 Banking Her

#3 Scoring the Billionaire

#3.5 Scoring Her

The Master (The Game Maker Series Book 2)



Author: Kresley Cole

A need colder than Siberian winter meets an attitude hotter than the Florida sun in #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole's sultry new Game Maker

novel.

Everyone fears the Master...

Rich, irresistible politician/Mafiya boss Maksimilian Sevastyan prefers tall, obedient blondes to fulfill his...complicated desires. That is, until the icy Russian

encounters a disobedient brunette whose exquisite little body threatens his legendary restraint.

Except her.

Catarina Marín was a well-off young wife until her world fell apart. Now she's hiding out, forced to start working as an escort in Miami. Her very first client is

beyond gorgeous, but when he tells her what he plans to do to her, Cat almost walks out of the door.

If pleasure is a game, play to win.

After their mind-blowing encounter burns out of control, the lovers crave more. If they escape the deadly threats surrounding them, can Maksim overcome his

past--to offer Cat his future? Only then will she tempt him with what he really wants: her, all tied up with a bow.

Finding Her Luck: An Orki War Bride Tale

Author: Isoellen

When raiders steal Corrin and the other village women away from their homes, the future looks grim.

None of them expect an ancient race of warriors called the Orki to murder the raiders and take the women for their own.

Only Corrin would have the poor fortune to be kidnapped twice in one day.

Now, the leader of the brutish aliens has chosen her to be his ‘redress’, whatever that means.

With Corrin’s cursed luck, it can’t be anything good.

She should be angry. She should be scared. Instead, what Corrin starts to feel for the Orki is something else entirely.

Something dangerous and forbidden.

Could this infuriating male be the thing that finally changes Corrin’s luck for the better?

~*~*~

This is an Omegaverse fantasy story featuring scenes with intimate interactions and power exchange, with orc-like aliens set in a world ruled by violence. If you

like tame romances, this story is not for you. Please read responsibly.

Sugar Daddies

Author: Jade West

A sugar daddy website doesn’t seem a sound basis for an A1 life plan, but I’m a small town girl with big dreams, and there’s this one advert, this one crazy advert 

I can’t stop thinking about… 

 

Two hot guys seeking their Little Miss Right. 

Someone who can entertain them, amuse them, fit in with their corporate schedule. 

And sex. They want sex. 

Lots of sex. 

Bonus, right? One major dose of epic win. 

 

Of course, guys like Carl and Rick have their conditions. One being that they come together, or not at all. 

Hell, I can live with that. 

 

And there are no skeletons in their designer closet, none that I can find. 

Just two hot sugar daddies, with particular tastes, nothing to worry about. 

 

Until Carl and Rick spill the big one, the one that sends the girls running. A whole string of them before me, running to the hills without so much as a backward 

glance. 

 

Maybe I should run, too. Thanks but no thanks, see you around, guys, nice knowing you. 

But I’m already in way too deep for that.



 

Warning – as with every other Jade West book, reader discretion is highly advised. This novel contains vivid depictions of MMF / MM relationships, and Jade’s

characters, as always, have very filthy mouths. Mature readers only, please.

Tears of Tess (Monsters in the Dark Book 1)

Author: Pepper Winters

Top 20 Amazon Bestseller.

*6 STARS - BEST BOOK I'VE READ THIS YEAR!* Hook Me Up Book Blog

*6 out of 5 BRANDING stars!!! THE BEST BOOK OF 2013!* Prima Donna

“My life was complete. Happy, content, everything neat and perfect.

Then it all changed.

I was sold.”

Tess Snow has everything she ever wanted: one more semester before a career in property development, a loving boyfriend, and a future dazzling bright with

possibility.

For their two year anniversary, Brax surprises Tess with a romantic trip to Mexico. Sandy beaches, delicious cocktails, and soul-connecting sex set the mood for a

wonderful holiday. With a full heart, and looking forward to a passion filled week, Tess is on top of the world.

But paradise is shattered.

Kidnapped. Drugged. Stolen. Tess is forced into a world full of darkness and terror.

Captive and alone with no savior, no lover, no faith, no future, Tess evolves from terrified girl to fierce fighter. But no matter her strength, it can’t save her from the

horror of being sold.

Can Brax find Tess before she’s broken and ruined, or will Tess’s new owner change her life forever?

A New Adult Dark Contemporary Romance, not suitable for people sensitive to hard to read subjects. A story about finding love in the strangest of places, a will of

iron that grows from necessity, and forgiveness that may not be enough.

*** Advance Readers Reviews ***

6 Holy Wow This Author Took Me On A Ride I Never Saw Coming and Left Me Speechless Stars.

I've never rated a book 6 stars before so this gives you an idea of just how good I believe this book to be. This story will take you by the hand and show you how

both darkness and light exist within all of us. It will ultimately take you by the heart and you will be so glad that you read it.

Hook Me Up Book Blog

DARK AND HAUNTINGLY BEAUTIFUL….IT WILL LEAVE YOU BREATHLESS!!!!

Pepper Winters is a standout! An absolutely stunning debut!!!

Lorie, Goodreads

To all my followers and review readers, put this on the top of your to do list, and the second, the very moment at midnight on release day, you 'buy now with 1

click', forgo work the next day because you ain't sleeping that night, you are getting your mind blown and your world rocked off it's axis.Tears of Tess gets

5-WTFH THAT DEBUT BOOK IS THE DEBUT BOOK OF THE CENTURY!!!!!!-Kimmi stars★★★★★

LipSmackinGoodBooks

Her Mafia Daddy: A Dark Romance (Romano Mafia Brothers)

Author: Bianca Cole

He has taken me captive, and I can't stop fantasizing about him tying me to his bed.

Kane Romano is the most handsome, powerful man I’ve ever met. He’s also the man holding me captive. 



My asshole of a step-dad found himself on the wrong side of the mafia, and then offered me up in exchange for his life. How does he have the right? I’m eighteen

years old, and my step-dad doesn’t own me. 

The problem is, Kane Romano agrees. Everyone knows you don't fight with a Romano, unless you want to end up in an unmarked grave. 

I should be scared, but every time I look into those dark eyes, I feel safe and protected. When we’re alone he’s a gentleman, but around anyone else he turns

quiet and cold. 

There’s a thrill being here with him. Even though I’ve never been with a man, I find myself wanting him—a man who is more than twice my age and claims he

owns me now. 

When he asks me to call him daddy, I know I won't be able to refuse him… 

Her Mafia Daddy is the first in the Romano Mafia Brothers series. It's a safe story with no cliffhangers, a HEA and no cheating. This story has hot

scenes, some dark themes, and bad language. Like most of the books by Bianca Cole it features an over the top possessive alpha male.

ROUGH TABOO EROTIC — Explicit Sex, Menage, Threesome, Secretary, Shared Hot wife, Cuckold, First

Time and More Erotic Novels for Horny Adults Only Extremely Spicy for Hot Couple, Dirty Men and Women

Author: Olivia Ward

Advisory: This +110 Books of Erotica Taboo Short Sex Stories contain Explicit Sexuality, and Adult Content that may be deemed by some to be offensive,

indecent, or otherwise objectionable, so please read at your own discretion.

Enjoy this collection of sinfully delicious Erotica Tales by Olivia Ward in this Sweltering Hot Bundle! From start to finish, these pleasurable sensual tales of love

and lust will soak your panties starting right now!

Grab Your Copy Now!

* * * * * *

For Mature Readers 18+ Only!

Snatch: Cerberus MC Book 5

Author: Marie James

I've always been a connoisseur of the opposite sex. Tall, short, thin, thick and juicy, my tastes knew no limitations.

That became abundantly clear the night my best friend took me in his mouth.

Sure, there'd been close calls before, the slip of a hand or misplaced lips. With our propensity to share women, it was bound to happen.

That fateful night, I was met with pure intention and an experience I never want to forget.

Falling for a friend has never been so complicated.

Darkblood Prison: Demon At Large : Supernatural Prison Squad Series Book 3

Author: G.K. DeRosa



Once you go dark, you never go back…

Living in the Underworld with the dark lord himself made giving in to my darkest urges easy. It’s finding my humanity again that’s going to be tough.

There’s only one reason I’d ever go back and that’s two-hundred pounds of male dragon perfection. Even with my she-demon in control, I can’t resist Talon. But

will my feelings for him be enough to lure me back to the light?

And if I do go back, will I be alive long enough to enjoy my newfound freedom? Not likely if my blood-thirsty cousin, Thax, has anything to do with it.

The dark lord has been playing nice with me under his thumb, but what will he do when I set my sights on his throne?

Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series Book 1)

Author: Christina Lauren

NYT and USA TODAY BESTSELLER

An ambitious intern. A perfectionist executive. And a whole lot of name calling. 

Whip-smart, hardworking, and on her way to an MBA, Chloe Mills has only one problem: her boss, Bennett Ryan. He's exacting, blunt, inconsiderate--and

completely irresistible. A Beautiful Bastard.

Bennett has returned to Chicago from France to take a vital role in his family's massive media business. He never expected that the assistant who'd been helping

him from abroad was the gorgeous, innocently provocative--completely infuriating--creature he now has to see every day. Despite the rumors, he's never been

one for a workplace hookup. But Chloe's so tempting he's willing to bend the rules--or outright smash them--if it means he can have her. All over the office. 

As their appetites for one another increase to a breaking point, Bennett and Chloe must decide exactly what they're willing to lose in order to win each other.

 

Originally only available online as The Office by tby789--and garnering over 2 million reads on fanfiction sites--Beautiful Bastard has been extensively updated for

re-release.

Altered by Lead (Undercover Sinners Book 2)

Author: Tate James

My life will never be the same, altered by lead, damaged but not broken.

I’m becoming a new me.

I won’t run any longer; this time, I’m the hunter instead of the prey.

But it takes hard work, skill, and a bit of luck to catch a mob boss.

I’m going to need all three to survive this.

Especially when I’ve got five gorgeous a**holes for teachers—and occasional bedmates.

The Blackbirch Company.

The organization my new lovers work for, it’s just as dangerous as the criminals they’re paid to hunt.

So why am I so desperate to become one of them?

Either way, in their arms, I grow.

I thrive.

And I’ll become a force to be reckoned with.

**ALTERED BY LEAD is Book Two in the UNDERCOVER SINNERS trilogy. This is a romantic suspense with unapologetic anti-heroes and is fully intended for a

mature audience.**

Dirty Daddy Adult Ménage Short Stories : 17 Daddy Dom Little Girl Ddlg Erotica Forbidden Taboo Stories

Author: Suzy Evans

17 Extremely Dirty Daddy Ménages



Filthy Bedtime Stories.

Sweet Little Girls with holes too tight for Daddy to Fit

Stories Include:

Sexy Dominant Alphas, Cheating Wives , FFM Lesbian, Bisexual, Mmf, MMmf Ganging, Rough and Forbidden, Swingers,

Taken From Both Holes, Sharing, Older Man Younger Woman, Milf and Cougars, Spanking, Bdsm, Daddy Fantasies,

Femdom, Discipline and More

This is bundle contains previously published material by the same authors.

Get this 26 book Mega Bundle for only the price of 2 books!!!

Paint It All Red (Mindf*ck Series Book 5)

Author: S.T. Abby

Hush, little baby, don't say a word...

Will Logan choose them? Or will we watch them burn together?

It's time to fuck with their minds.

It's time to finish it all.

It's time to paint it all red...

Monsters don't usually wish for happily-ever-afters.

**BE WARNED: Some descriptions are vivid and can be a trigger for sensitive readers.

**Graphic

**Sexual Content

**Language

All The Lies (Mindf*ck Series Book 4)

Author: S.T. Abby

To understand the monsters in the world, you have to get inside their heads. It's a dangerous place to be, especially when you start to empathize and lose your 

own sense of morality. 

 

But that's never happened to me... 

 

I've never felt conflicted on any case. Right is right and wrong is wrong. It's simple. Black and white. There's no such thing as a gray area. 

 

But fuck this case. I don't even know what side I'm on anymore. I don't understand how this town can continue to function without breaking under the weight of all 

the lies they've spun and lived. 

 

Every time I find a shard of truth, my gut twists, my heart beats faster, and I hate this place a little more. Every time I think I've heard the worst, another truth is 

dug up from the ashes of more burning lies. 

 

Worst of all, I don't even know who to trust anymore. My head is all messed up. 

 

I pride myself on being impossible to fool. 

I'm an expert at knowing when someone is lying to me. 

I never believed in being blinded by love...until Lana. 

 

**BE WARNED: Some flashbacks can get intense to readers with a sensitive trigger. Skip the blocks in italics if that's the case. 



**Graphic 

**Sexual Content 

**Language 
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